
Extrapolation-based Boundary Element Quadrature�J. N. LynessMathematics and Computer Science DivisionArgonne National Laboratory9700 South Cass AvenueArgonne, IL 60439(In Rend. Semin. Mat. Univ. Pol, Torino: fasc. spec. 1991, pp. 189{203)Preprint MCS-P208-01911 IntroductionThe classical Euler Maclaurin summation formula expresses the discretization error madeby the trapezoidal rule approximation to a �nite integral as an asymptotic expansion in themesh ratio. As such, it plays a signi�cant role in the theory of numerical quadrature. Inparticular, it forms the basis for Richardson's deferred approach to the limit, also knownas Romberg integration and as quadrature by extrapolation. In this review, we draw at-tention to some more recent theory, based on the Euler Maclaurin summation formula (orexpansion).During the past 25 years, this theory has undergone signi�cant development. Briey, theexpansion has been systematized to embrace all quadrature rules. It has been generalizedto the N -dimensional cube and to the N -dimensional simplex. Moreover, a signi�cant gen-eralization has been made to cover functions having algebraic and logarithmic singularitiesat vertices. In this article we discuss some of these developments in the context of theirpossible use to analyze �nite elements. In general, no proofs are provided, but referencesare given.This article, and most of the available theory, is limited to the following class of problem(together with its higher-dimensional analogues). The integration regions are the squareand the triangle. The integrand function is singular only at a vertex of the integrationregion. Taking this as the origin, we treat only integrand functions of the typef(~x) = �� ln ��(�)h(r)g(x:y):Here ~x = (x; y) are Cartesian coordinates with the corresponding polar coordinates r; �.The functions �(�), h(r), and g(x; y) are regular, and rho is homogeneous about the origin.Examples of �(~x) include the following:� = r� = Ax+ By; A;B > 0� = Ax3=2 + By3=2:The quadrature rules may be linear combinations of mi-copies Q(mi)f of any quadraturerule Qf = Q(1)f =Pwif(~xi).�This work was supported by the Applied Mathematical Sciences subprogram of the O�ce of EnergyResearch, U.S. Department of Energy, under Contract W-31-109-Eng-38.1



2 The Classical One-Dimensional BackgroundIn one dimension, we treat the interval [0; 1] and an integrand f(x) 2 Cp�1[0; 1]. We denotethe exact integral by If = Z 10 f(x)dx; (2:1)and we consider any quadrature rule of the formQf = �Xj=1wjf(xj); �Xj=1wj = 1: (2:2)The m-copy version Q(m) of this quadrature rule Q is obtained by subdividing the inte-gration interval into m equal parts and applying the properly scaled version of Q to each.Speci�cally, Q(m)f = m�1Xk=0 �Xj=1 wjm f �xj + km � : (2:3)Theorem 2.4. (The Euler Maclaurin summation formula). When f(x) 2 Cp[0; 1],Q(m)f � If = p�1Xs=1 Bsms +R(m)p (Q; f); (2:4)where Bs is independent of m and R(m)p = O(m�p).The important feature of this expansion is that the coe�cients Bs = Bs(Q; f) are indepen-dent of m. In fact, they take the formBs(Q; f) = cs(Q)If (s); (2:5)where cs(Q) is the result obtained by applying Q to the integrand function Bs(x)=s! andBs(x) is the Bernoulli function. A simple integral representation for the remainder term isavailable.We shall now demonstrate how the information that expansion (2.4) exists may be ex-ploited to construct a quadrature technique or a new quadrature rule. In this demonstration,we choose Q to be the trapezoidal rule Qf = 12(f(0) + f(1)) so thatQ(m)f = 1m 0@12f(0) + m�1Xj=1 f(j=m) + 12f(1)1A : (2:6)Let us write down the expansion (2.4) with p = 6 for m = 1; 2 and 4. (We may omit Bs fors odd since Q is symmetric and so cs(Q) = 0:) We �ndQf = If +B2 + B4 + R16Q(2)f = If +B2=22 +B4=24 +B26 (2.7)Q(4)f = If +B2=42 +B4=44 +R46:2



Extrapolation comprises carrying out the following ad hoc procedure. We remove the re-mainder terms and solve the resulting set of three equations in three unknowns. Note that,after we have removed the remainder terms, the unknowns are only approximations to If ,B2, and B4. For classical reasons we denote by T0;2 this particular approximation to If .We �nd T0;2 = 145Q(1)f � 2045Q(2)f + 6445Q(4)f; (2:8)which, using (2.6), we may reexpress in terms of function valuesT0;2 = 190 f7f(0) + 32f(1=4)+ 12f(1=2) + 32f(3=4)+ 7f(1)g : (2:9)This is, in fact, the Newton Cotes equispaced rule of degree 5.This straightforward example is given here to illustrate an important general point. Oncethe form (2.4) of the asymptotic expansion for Q(m)f � If is known, one may construct anintegration rule using only linear algebra. No further explicit information about moments orabout interpolation polynomials is necessary. Any required information of that type musthave already been contained implicitly in the expansion.We note that (other than Bs = 0 for s odd) we do not need to know the form of Bs at all,merely that it is independent of m. Thus, starting with a rule Q, the only restriction beingthat �wj = 1, and using only Q(m)f = If + �Bs=ms + Rp(m), we can �nd a respectablequadrature rule of moderate polynomial degree.We make this point strongly here because, in many elementary descriptions, the theorybecomes enmeshed in algebraic detail and the reader can be left with the impression thatserious restrictions are in place. The only serious restriction we know is that the integrandmust be well behaved.Note that this technique cannot produce all quadrature rules. One could, however,develop the theory of (constant weight �nite interval) quadrature if one took advantage ofdetailed expressions for the term cs(Q) which appears in (2.5) above. Such a developmentwould be roughly equivalent to the standard development of numerical quadrature theory.However, given a quadrature rule, one can sometimes �nd interesting properties or usefulextensions simply using the Euler Maclaurin expansion. In one dimension, one discovers onlyalready-known properties. The extension of these ideas to simplices and cubes with simplesingularities at vertices can be helpful by providing new insight into standard intractableproblems. This is the thrust of the rest of this paper.3 Multidimensional Generalizations of Classical ResultsThe generalizations of the asymptotic expansion to the N -dimensional hypercube [0; 1)s isstraightforward. In this new context, Qf stands for any rule that integrates the constantfunction correctly, while Q(m)f stands for the result of subdividing the hypercube into mNsubcubes each of side m�1 and applying the appropriately scaled version of Q to each. We�nd immediately that Q(m)f = If + p�1Xs=1Bs=ms +R(m)p (Q; f): (3:1)Here, Bs is an obvious generalization of (2.5), namely,Bs = X�si=ssi�0 cs1;s2;:::;sN (Q)If (s1;s2;:::;sN ): (3:2)3



However, the corresponding integral representation for Rp (which is O(m�p)) is a somewhatlengthy uncompromising expression.Turning to the simplex, we encounter further complications. There are variant de�ni-tions for Q(m)f . We shall proceed as follows. We treat the isosceles simplexS : xi � 0; �xi < 1: (3:3)This forms a part of the hypercube [0; 1)N . We de�ne our rule Qf as if for this hypercube.Then Q(m)f for the simplex is the result of applying the rule Q to a function � that coincideswith f within S and is zero outside S. (Certain conventions, not given here, apply on theboundary of S within H .) The reason for this somewhat complicated de�nition can be seeneven in two dimensions. The subdivision of the triangle into four equal subtriangles by linesparallel to the edges of the triangle leaves the center triangle with a di�erent orientation tothe other three. If we simply de�ned a rule Q for the triangle S, we would leave ambiguityas to how to apply it in this center triangle. The approach given above provides a de�nitespeci�cation for this situation. The \rule" for the \other" triangle is the part of the rulefor the square that lies in this \other" triangle.An asymptotic expansion of precisely the same form as (3.1) appears to exist for thesimplex. The coe�cients Bs are, as before, independent ofm but are given by an expressionsigni�cantly more complicated than (3.2) above.In the practice of higher-dimensional extrapolation, it is important to know whether anyof these coe�cients Bs vanish. In fact, certain cofactors cs1;s2;:::;sn(Q) vanish when the ruleQ enjoys certain symmetry and polynomial properties (SPP). This, in turn, causes termsBs to vanish as speci�ed in the following theorem.Theorem 3.4 When Q is symmetric (about (12 ; 12 ; : : : ; 12)), thenBs = 0; 8 s odd: (3:4)When Q is of polynomial degree d (for the hypercube), thenBs = 0; 8 s 2 [1; �]; (3:5)where � = d for the hypercube and � = d+ 1�N for the N -dimensional simplex.Conditions (3.4) and (3.5) are termed SPP conditions. It is important to note that inthis theorem, one inspects the behavior of Q over the hypercube to determine its symmetryand degree. The result of this inspection determines which Bs may vanish when it isused over the simplex and which Bs may vanish when it is used over the hypercube. Thepossible properties of the truncated part of Q that may be applied to S may be of interestindependently, but play no direct role in this theorem.4 Singularities in One-Dimensional QuadratureThe error functional expansions given above are valid only when the integrand functionsare su�ciently well behaved. In one dimension, for example, (2.4) is valid only whenf(x) 2 Cp�1[0; 1]. This is not simply a technical restriction. The expression for Bs containsa factor If (s) that exists only when f (s)(x) is integrable.4



In 1961, Navot published a generalization of the Euler Maclaurin expansion which appliesto the function f(x) = x� with noninteger � (as well as with integer �). His original proofinvolved somewhat heavy algebraic manipulation. Successively simpler proofs appearedlater. A slightly more general version of his result is the following theorem.Theorem 4.1 Let f�(x) = �x�, where � 6= �1; thenQ(m)f� � If� = A�+1m�+1 + p�1Xs=1 Bsms + O(m�p); (4:1)where A�+1 and Bs are independent of m.Simple analytic forms for these coe�cients are known. A�+1 involves the generalized zetafunction.To specify these new coe�cients Bs, we extend the notation If de�ned in (2.1) (or (4.2)below). When dealing with f�, which is simply �x�, we de�ne If (s)� as a �nite part integral,namely, If (s)� = Z 10 f (s)� (x)dx; � � s > �1; (4:2)If (s)� = � Z 11 f (s)� (x)dx; � � s < �1: (4:3)This is not de�ned for � � s = �1. For other values of � � s, one and only one of theintegrals (4.2) or (4.3) converges and this one is used for the de�nition. In the next sectionthis de�nition is extended to N dimensions with f� any homogeneous function of order �.The coe�cient in (4.1) is Bs = cs(Q)If (s)� : (4:4)Thus, Bs is given by its standard formula (2.5) when that is meaningful but is modi�edwhen that is not meaningful. We note in passing that the theorem applies, as written, when� < �1, and so the conventional integral does not exist. The term If� on the right of (4.1)is then simply a �nite part integral as in (4.3) above. In fact, it is notationally convenientbut initially bewildering to replace If� in (4.1) by B0 and to include this in the sum on theright. Finally, we note that the only value of � for which Theorem 4.1 is invalid is � = �1.In that case the proper expansion includes other terms not given in (4.1).Naturally, this expansion is not needed to integrate x� whose integral is known to be1=(�+ 1). It is used to construct an expansion for the more sophisticated function x�g(x),where g(x) 2 Cp[0; 1]. Using a Taylor expansion (with remainder term), we setf(x) = g(0)x�+ g0(0)x�+1 + g00(0)2! x�+2 (4.5)+ : : :+ g(p�1)(0)(p� 1)! x�+p�1 + Gp(x)x�+p:One may apply Theorem 2.4 to the �nal term on the right. The other terms on the rightare functions to which Theorem 4.1 applies (for the appropriate �).Applying these theorems leads to the resultQ(m)f � If 'Xj=1 A�+1+jm�+1+j +Xs=1 Bsms ; � 6= negative integer: (4:6)5



The structure of Bs here is not trivial. It is composed of a weighted sum of integrals overtwo possible intervals. However, it is independent of m, and each integral has a cofactorcs(Q). Thus, these coe�cients Bs also satisfy the SSP conditions (Theorem 3.4).Note that, at this point, the restriction in Theorem 4.1 to the e�ect that � 6= �1 hasthe e�ect of invalidating (4.6) for all negative integers �.5 The Euler Maclaurin Expansion for a Vertex SingularityThe generalization to the N -dimensional hypercube of the result of the preceding sectionappeared in Lyness (1976a). Before stating this generalization, Theorem 5.10, we clarifysome of the concepts on which it is based.De�nition 5.1 The N -dimensional function f(~x) is said to be homogeneous of degree� (about the origin) if f(�~x) = ��f(~x); 8 � > 0 and ~x 6= ~0: (5:1)We denote such a function by f�(~x). We have anticipated this notation in Section 4. Theone-dimensional function f�(x) = �x� is clearly homogeneous of degree �.A monomial xpyq is homogeneous of degree p + q, and many properties relating tothe polynomial degree of functions of monomials have direct analogues in the context ofhomogeneous degree. Thus, (f�)� and f�f� are of degree �� and � + �, respectively, andf�(M~x) when jM j 6= 0 is also of degree �; @sf�=@xs is of degree � � s.In more than one dimension, many more interesting functions are homogeneous. Forexample, r = (x2+y2)1=2 is homogeneous of degree 1, and � = arctan y=x is homogeneous ofdegree zero, as is any function �(�). Our basic result, (5.10) below, applies to a homogeneousfunction of speci�ed degree.We also require an N -dimensional generalization of the interval [a; b) when 0 � a � b.De�nition 5.2 L[a; b); f~x j a � maxi xi < b; xi � 0g:This is the region remaining when [0; a) is removed from [0; b). In two dimensions, it hasthe shape of the capital letter L.We shall be integrating homogeneous functions over L-shaped regions. To this end wenote �rst that ZL[a;b) f(~x)dNx = m��N ZL[ma;mb) f(~x)dNx: (5:3)This follows by elementary scaling. Next we expressL[1;1) = 1[j=0L[mj ; mj+1); (5:4)obtaining ZL[1;1) f(~x)dNx = (1 +m+N +m2(+N) + : : :) ZL[1;m) f(~x)dNx; (5:5)6



which, so long as  +N < 0, can be put in the formZL[1;m) f(~x)dNx = (1�m+N ) ZL[1;1) f(~x)dNx: (5:6)When  +N > 0, a similar derivation leads toZL[1;m) f(~x)dNx = �(1�m+N ) Z[0;1) f(~x)dNx: (5:7)These formulas are basic in establishing the main result (5.10) below. We note that theleft-hand side of (5.7) appears at �rst sight to depend on m in an involved way. In fact,(5.7) shows that the dependence on m has a straightforward form; we write both (5.6) and(5.7) in the form ZL[1;m) f(~x)dNx = �(1�m+N )If ;  +N 6= 0; (5:8)where we have used the following de�nition, which is an immediate generalization of theone given in (4.2) and (4.3) above.De�nition 5.9 When f is of homogeneous degree  6= �N ,If = Z[0;1) f(~x)dNx N +  > 0;= � ZL[1;1) f(~x)dNx N +  < 0: (5.9)Theorem 5.10 Let f�(~x) be an N -dimensional homogeneous function of degree � 6= �Nwhich has no singularity in L[1; 2). Let Qf be any integration rule for the hypercube [0; 1)N.Then Q(m)f� � If� = A�+Nm�+N + C�+N lnmm�+N + p�1Xs=1 Bsms + O(m�p); (5:10)the constants Aj , Bj , and Cj being independent of m.In addition, the coe�cients Bj and Cj have relatively simple forms:Bs =P�si=s cs1 ;s2;:::;sN (Q)If (s1;s2;:::;sn)� s 6= � +NBs = 0 s = � +NC�+N = 0 � +N 6= integerC�+N =P�si=s cs1;s2;:::;sN (Q) RL[1;2) f (s1;s2;:::;sN )� dNx= ln 2 s = � +N:The proof of this theorem is given in Lyness (1976a). An expression for As and anintegral representation of the remainder term is given there. In fact, although (5.10) is anasymptotic expansion, no use of this is made in the derivation. It may be treated as anidentity.We close this section by making some minor and detailed observations about the formula.7



1. The coe�cients Bs and Cs involve the factors cs1;s2;:::;sN (Q) in the same way as in thestandard case (where f(~x) does not have a singularity). Thus, both Bs and Cs obeythe SPP conditions (Theorem 3.4 above); that is, speci�ed coe�cients vanish when Qis symmetric and when Q is of speci�ed polynomial degree. (In fact, Cs also satis�esTheorem 3.4 with � replaced by d.)2. The condition that f�(~x) has no singularity in L[1; 2) is simply an alternative wayof indicating that f�(~x) has no singularity in any �nite region R of the �rst octant0 � xi which does not contain the origin.3. For large �, this formula reduces to the standard N -dimensional Euler Maclaurinformula (3.1). While this is, of course, a convenient special case, the reader shouldbear in mind that (3.1) is used precisely in this context in the standard proof of (5.10).4. We note that one can obtain the expansion for F (~x) = f�(~x)g(~x), where g(~x) has low-order integrable derivatives, in precisely the same manner as in the one-dimensionalcase (see (4.6) above).6 Further Generalizations of the Multidimensional ResultsAs mentioned above, when one sets into expansion (5.10) the forms of the constants As,Bs, and Cs and the integral representation for the remainder term, it becomes an identity.Because of this, it is not surprising to learn that the theorem is valid for all values of �and not only those for which If� is a convergent integral. Intrinsically, it can be used toevaluate �nite part integrals. For example, with N = 2 and � = �5=2, we would �ndan expansion with terms in m1=2; m0; m�1=2; m�1; : : : ; and we might extrapolate to �ndthe coe�cient of m0 in this expansion. This is not the leading coe�cient; this approach,akin to numerical di�erentiation, is not generally recommended by this author, but wemention it to clarify the underlying situation. When � is a negative integer and � ��N , even this approach is extraordinarily di�cult because the coe�cient denoted by A0is indistinguishable numerically from that denoted by B0. The situation in one dimensionhas been clari�ed and is the subject of a forthcoming paper by Lyness and Monegato, butin higher dimensions it remains open.Another consequence of the circumstance that this is an identity is that we may obtaina new identity by di�erentiating this one with respect to any incidental parameter. Anobvious candidate is �. For example, when F (x; y) = (Ax+By)�g(x; y), we �nd @F=@� =F (x; y) ln(Ax + By); and it appears that, when � 6= integer, we may obtain from theexpansion for F an expansion for F (x; y) ln(Ax + By). When � 6= integer, this derivedexpansion contains terms in m�(�+N+j); m�(�+n+j) lnm, and m�s.At �rst sight this procedure might appear to be limited to noninteger �. This is because,as � passes through an integer value, one of the coe�cients Bs in (5.10) changes abruptlyas If (s)� changes its region of integration, and another coe�cient Cs appears and disappears.Further investigation leads to the conclusion that Qf� � If� does not change abruptly andthat these apparently abrupt changes result simply from the way the expansion is expressed.In Lyness (1976a), it is shown how to reformulate the expansion. It then appears that crudedi�erentiation of form (5.10) gives, after all, a valid result. The reader may refer to thatpaper to see how Theorem 3.4 (about SSP conditions) can be applied in general in thesecases. However, we recommend that potential users rederive any expansion they plan touse from (5.10) and carry out numerical experiments to con�rm its validity.8



Other generalizations of (5.10) are geometric in character. The formula as writtenapplies equally to the simplex S : 0 � xi < 1; �xi < 1, though the coe�cients Bs aredi�erent. This fact may be demonstrated geometrically. In two dimensions, for example,the square H may be considered to be the union of two triangles, S and �S, with S de�nedas above. The Euler Maclaurin expansion for S is then the di�erence of the appropriateexpansions for H and for �S. Since f� has no singularity in �S, the expansion for �S containsonly terms Bs=ms. It follows that the expansion for S contains the same terms as theexpansion for H . This brief synopsis of the two-dimensional derivation requires elaboration,and the N -dimensional result is signi�cantly more di�cult to derive; see Lyness (1978) andLyness and Monegato (1980). It is again a result that is easy to state and is readilypredictable, but is di�cult to prove.However, the next geometrical result is easy to prove and extraordinarily useful. Thereader will be familiar with the circumstance that, by means of an a�ne transformation,one simplex may be transformed into another and that any quadrature rule of speci�edpolynomial degree for one is transformed into one of the same degree for the other. Thereader should also be aware that this remark refers only to situations where no weightfunction is involved. When a weight function is involved, the new rule applies with respectto a transformed and generally di�erent weight function. One of the inconvenient aspectsof the boundary element method seems to be that di�erent Gaussian rules are required fordi�erently shaped regions and only occasionally are such rules related.Methods based on extrapolation do not su�er from this drawback. The underlyingreason is that the a�ne transformation of f�, a homogeneous function of degree �, isanother homogeneous function of degree �. Furthermore, no weight function is involved inthe formulation of the theory. To the author's knowledge, this is the �rst time this possibilityhas been mentioned in the literature. Properly exploited, it allows the straightforwardconstruction of powerful quadrature results for these regions and function singularities.7 Concluding RemarksThis review article covers a small area of numerical quadrature. It is designed to treatonly those aspects of quadrature by extrapolation that might be of interest in the theory ofboundary integration methods. While one or two remarks are original, with few exceptionsthe mathematical theory described here has already been published in the open literature.The author hopes that this article will be helpful in informing the user as to what is availableand where to look for further details.
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